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We study a generalization to the continuous wavelet transform of the concept of 
dyadic multiscale analysis, useful in the analysis and application of orthonormal 
wavelet decompositions. The resulting notion of scaling and its limitation is 
discussed and a possible modification is introduced. With this modified notion 
of scaling the “information loss” which occurs, when analyzing a signal with 
orthonormal wavelets (i.e., using a discrete subset of the shift dilation plane only) 
instead of performing the same analysis with continuously varying scale factors and 
translations, is illustrated by analyzing an example signal. ‘cl 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The wavelet transform of a function is its inner product with shifted and 
scaled versions of a given, fixed function. Wavelet transforms have 
widespread applications, ranging from signal analysis in geophysics [l] 
and acoustics [2] to quantum theory [3] and pure mathematics [4]. For 
an excellent review the reader is referred to the first few paragraphs of [IS]. 
To be specific, let f E L*(R) denote the function, to be analyzed (if not 
explicitly stated differently, we shall always mean square integrability with 
respect to the Lebesgue measure on the real line). Let II/ E L*(R) be the 
given, fixed function sometimes called the “analyzing wavelet.” Then 
consider the following function, depending on the nonzero real variable a 
and the real variable b (the wavelet transform off ): 
(1.1) 
(for the definition of the constant cs see section 3). This function is useful 
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in performing a time- (or space-) dependent frequency analysis of the func- 
tion (or signal) f, which is particularly helpful in edge detection and/or 
analysis of discontinuities [2]. In the form (1.1) the wavelet transform is a 
function defined on all of R\ {0} x R, and one speaks of the continuous 
wavelet transform; its mathematical foundation is treated in [6, 73. 
It is of course essential that the original function can be reconstructed 
from its wavelet transform. We shall come back to this later; see also [6]. 
If one considers discrete subsets of !R\ (0 > x 88 only, (1.1) defines a map 
from L*(R) to sequences of numbers. These sequences are usually assumed 
to be square summable; the requirement of invertibility then imposes 
restrictions on the choice of the discrete subset as well as of $ (see [S, 51). 
For some choices of the discrete subset, in particular for {(2/ 
k2’)) kC z, js z, there exist functions $ EL*(R) such that the corresponding 
functions i J/ik >je Z, k E L ) 
$jk(~)=2-d2&2-ix-k), (1.2) 
constitute a complete orthonormal basis of L*(R) (see [9]). The 
reconstruction is then straightforward. 
This orthogonal wavelet decomposition has found an interesting 
application in computer vision [ 10, 111, which led to the concept of dyadic 
multiscale analysis, which in turn provided a new understanding of the 
orthogonal wavelet basis (1.2). We give a short description of the main 
features of this concept, mainly in order to motivate the question posed by 
this paper. For details the reader is referred to [9-l i]. 
We shall assume that a wavelet t,Q leading to an orthonormal basis of the 
form (1.2) is associated to a “dyadic multiscale analysis,” i.e., a sequence of 
subspaces { Vj}jG z of L*(R), which has-besides others-in particular the 
following properties: It is monotonic, i.e., . . . . Vj+, c V,c V,-, . . . . The 
spaces are transformed onto each other by resealing, i.e., f(x) E Vj if and 
only iff(2x) E Vi- 1. The spaces are translational invariant in the following 
sense: f(x) E Vi if and only if f(x- k2”)e Vj (kE Z), and one has 
vi j-t-oob L*(R) and Vi j-tfm, (0). Practically very important is the 
existence of a scaling function 4, associated to this multiscale analysis and 
leading to a $-function, such that the ejk yield a wavelet basis. For details 
see [9]. 
The interpretation of the scale spaces Vi is very simple. They contain the 
functions whose expansion with respect o the basis $jk involves only terms 
with scale factors >2j. In this sense they consist of functions, in which 
“details of size smaller than 2’ are left out.” This is of practical importance 
for the vision algorithm quoted above: Projection of the original signal on 
the space Vj yields a sketchy version, which might be sufficient, if one is 
interested only in details of size greater than 2j (see [lo]). In computing 
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the difference of the projections of the signal on the spaces I’, and I’-. I 
respectively, one obtains the “signal change at scale 2j,” which is a useful 
tool in edge detection at variable scales [ 111. We investigate this in more 
detail in Section 4. 
Thus for orthonormal wavelet bases (1.2) one obtains a multiscale 
analysis related to discrete scale factors and discrete translations. It is a 
natural question to ask, whether there exists a continuous analogue for 
arbitrary scales and arbitrary translations in the case of continuous wavelet 
transforms. One also might hope to obtain a generalized notion of signal 
changes in this way. 
In the next section we recall some material related to square integrable 
group representations, needed for the discussion of continuous wavelet 
transforms. We also add a new theorem, useful for defining a continuous 
multiscale analysis. 
In Section 3 we define a continuous multiscale analysis and study its 
relation to the continuous wavelet transform. 
It turns out that this concept, which is the most immediate generaliza- 
tion of dyadic multiscale analysis, is not as fruitful as its discrete analogue 
for orthonormal wavelet bases and therefore in Section 4 we introduce a 
more subtle notion of scaling for continuous wavelet transforms. For a 
given wavelet + leading to an orthonormal wavelet basis (1.2) this notion 
of scaling allows us to compare the above mentioned “signal changes at 
scale 2’,” calculated from the discrete points { 2’, k2’},, Z, ,=j of lR\ (0) x l~$! 
only, with its “continuous counterparts” taking into account continuously 
varying scale factors a with 2’2 ) a I>/ 2j- ’ and continuous translations 
bE R in (1.1). 
This “information loss,” which occurs when picking out a discrete subset 
of R\(O) x R, is illustrated by analyzing an example signal. Finally we 
outline a hierarchical computation scheme for the scaled signals introduced 
in Section 4. 
2. SQUARE INTEGRABLE GROUP REPRESENTATIONS 
In this section we introduce the basic notions of the theory of square 
integrable group representations (for more details the reader is referred to 
[6]). In addition we shall define and characterize in this setting some 
subspaces of the representation space, which will be useful in constructing 
a continuous counterpart to discrete multiscale analysis. This procedure 
will be described in the next section. 
Let G denote a locally compact group. A unitary, irreducible representa- 
tion U on some Hilbert space H is called square integrable, if there exists 
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a densely defined positive operator C > 0 with domain D such that for any 
It/r and $I in D and for any f and g in H the following relation holds: 
J (f; W) $,)(U(Y) $2, g) 44Y) = (W*, C$,Kft g) (2.1) G 
(,u denotes the left invariant Haar-measure of the group). The elements of 
D are called “admissible vectors.” 
Specializing the above relation to +, = rj2 =f =gr $ one sees that any 
admissible vector tj satisfies 
1 
-- cl)= IIW’- ,,$,,” J I($, W)1cI)1244Y)< a. G (2.2) 
Now let us assume that we keep some @ED fixed. Then relation (2.1) 
with ~5, = I,$~ = $ implies that L,: H + L’(G, +) with L, f(y) := 
(U(Y) ti,f )(I/&) d e mes an isometric map from H onto some subspace f 
of L2(G, d,~), and one may show that this subspace is characterized by a 
reproducing kernel condition [6]: 4(y) E L, H if and only if 
d(y)= J~~(Y’-~Y)((~‘)~~(Y’) (2.3) 
with pti (y) := (l/c#)( U(y) $, @) (reproducing kernel). 
This concludes our remarks about square integrable representations. 
More information about this topic can be found in [6] and the references 
quoted therein. We are now ready to define the subspaces we are interested 
in. 
Let U be a square integrable representation on some Hilbert space H. 
Keep some admissible Ic/ ED fixed. Let A c G be some measurable subset 
(not necessarily subgroup!) of G. Then the subspace HA consists of all vec- 
tors which may be reconstructed from their Lti-transforms by integrating 
over A only in formula (2.1): 
DEFINITION 2.1. fe HA if and only if (f, g) = (l/c$) JA (f, U(y) $) 
(U(Y) Ic/, 8) 44~) for all g E H. 
The following theorem gives an alternative characterization of this 
subspace and states some of its properties. 
THEOREM 2.2. (i) f~ HA if and only if ,&L, f(y) = (U(y) $, f) =0 
a.e. with respect o p on G\A. 
(ii) HA is closed. 
(iii) If BsG\A, then H, I H,. 
(iv) Zf A, E A2, then H,, E H,, (monotony). 
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Proof. (i) The “if” part is a trivial conclusion from (2.1) and the 
definition of H, . Taking (2.1) with I(/ I = ti2 = II/ and g =f, together with the 
defining equation for H, implies 
Hence (f, U(y) $) = 0 a.e. with respect to p on G\A, which proves the 
“only if” part. 
(ii) Let {f”} be some Cauchy sequence in H,,,, converging tof: Since 
norm convergence implies weak convergence, for any y E G it follows that 
P-JWLf)=limn~m (U(y) $,f,). Since (U(y) $,fn) = 0 a.e. with respect o 
p on G\A, the same then is valid for (U(y) +,f). HencefE H,. 
(iii) Let fe H,, g E H,, By definition of H, then 
since A E G\ B and (U(y) $, g) = 0 a.e. with respect o p on G\B. 
(iv) Since for any f~ HA,, (f, U(y) J/) is the zero function on G\A, 
and since G\A, E G\A,, (A U(y) $) is the zero function on G\A,, which 
is equivalent to f~ H,,. 1 
Remark. Of course for any f-z H, the reproducing kernel condition 
now reads 
(f, U(Y) VQ) =jAPa(Y'-lYKL WY') ti) 44Y'). 
In the following section we shall use the properties above in order to 
construct a continuous multiscale analysis. 
3. THE AFFINE GROUP (WAVELETS) AND 
CONTINUOUS MULTISCALE ANALYSIS 
The affine group consists of the set G = (R\{O}) x R equipped with the 
multiplication law 
(a1 2 h)(a,, b,) = (a,%, h, + a,&). (3.1) 
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One sees easily that the identity element is given by (1,0) and that 
(a, b)-‘= f,-$ . ( ) (3.2) 
We shall consider the unitary, square integrable representation on L*(R 
which is defined by (YE L.*(R), (a, b) E G) 
(U(a, b) f>(x>=f(a,~)(X) := lal-“*f q . ( > 
1 
1 
The square integrability of this representation results from the fact that for 
any $,, tiZ satisfying the “admissibility criterion” (2.2), which reads here 
I 1 cti :=27c )~,&k)l*~dk<oc 
one has identity (2.1) with the left invariant Haar measure given by 
da db 
d/da, b) = 7. (3.5) 
(The symbol denotes the Fourier transform.) Any $ satisfying this 
admissibility criterion (an “admissible vector” in the terminology of 
Section 2) is also called an “analyzing wavelet,” and we will use both terms 
interchangeably. 
We shall assume throughout this section that we have chosen some 
fixed analyzing wavelet satisfying (3.4). The function L$S(a, b) E 
U/Ja&?.b)J) is called the (continuous) wavelet transform off 
Now in analogy to the case of orthogonal wavelet decompositions, which 
are closely related to dyadic multiscale analysis, we shall define a 
continuous multiscale analysis as follows (W + denotes the set of nonzero 
positive numbers): 
DEFINITION 3.1. A continuous multiscale analysis is defined by a net 
w7LER + of closed subspaces of L2(R) satisfying 
(a) If a, < u2, then Va, E Vo, (inclusion property). 
(b) lima,, V,=L*(R), lim,,, V,= (0). 
(c) f E V,, if and only if f o*‘a2 E Vaz, where falla is defined by 
fal’az(x) :=f((a,/a,) x) (resealing property). 
(d) Iff(x) is some function in V,, thenf(x -d) (de R, arbitrary) is 
also in V, (translation invariance of the subspaces V,). 
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To any a E l% + we shall associate the subset A, c G, defined by 
A,:={(a’,b):(a’(>a,b~iR}. (3.6) 
For convenience in the sequel we shall use the symbol 0 for any 
measurable subset of the real line whose Lebesgue measure vanishes. 
Then the following theorem holds. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let II/ be an analyzing wavelet. Then V, := H,” (for the 
notation see Section 2) defines a continuous multiscale analysis, if and only 
if the support of I,& is bounded away from zero (i. e., there exists an c( > 0, 
such that [ -a, a] n supp $ = 0). 
Proof: Obviously a2 3 a, implies that A,, s A,,. Then from 
Theorem 1.2(iv) it follows that V,, E V,,. Now let fE V,, be given. By 
Theorem 1.2(i) this is equivalent to 
almost everywhere on ( ( -a,, 0) u (0, a,)} x R (the notion of “almost 
everywhere” is meant with respect to the invariant measure da db/a2 here, 
but since this measure is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Lebesgue product measure da db, there is no need to distinguish between 
them). 
Now by an easy substitution in the integral one may show that 
Therefore f E V,,, if and only if (f u1'a2, $(,,bj) = 0 almost everywhere on 
{(-a2, 0)~ (0, a,)> x R which is equivalent to the statement that 
f+* E v,, . 
Furthermore with ful,dJ (x) = f (x - d) (d E R arbitrary) one obtains 
and hence this function is zero a.e. on (( -a, 0) u (0, a)} x R with respect 
to the variables a’ and 6, if the same is valid for (f, $,o.,hJ), which shows 
the translation invariance of the spaces V,. 
Clearly $C,,bJ(k) = e-ikb ( a ( l/2 $(ka). Therefore, using Parseval’s identity, 
one can define for any a # 0 the function p,( .) on the real line by 
(f, +co,b)) = {fik) $(ka) eerkb dk (al 1’2 =: ,/?% P,(b). 
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Due to the square integrability of the representation the function b, is 
square integrable. Since the Fourier transform is a unitary operator on 
L*(W), the above identity implies that 
b,(b) = 0 almost everywhere if and only if 
pa(k) = ) a) lqk) lp(ka) = 0 almost everywhere, 
which is equivalent to the statement hat the intersection of supp f and of 
(l/u) supp IJ is of measure zero, i.e., 
supp~n d supp $ = 0. 
This means that f~ V, if and only if pa, is the zero function for all 1 a’ 1 < a, 
i.e., 
suppPn -$ supp $ = 0 V ) a’ ) < a. 
Now let for u’ > 0, Z,, be defined as 
centered symmetrically about the origin. Then f~ I’, 
supp pn Z,, = 0 for all a’ with 0 < a’ < a. ,. 
if and only if 
Now let us assume that supp $ is not bounded away from zero and 
choose some E > 0, such that [ -E, E] SE I,. 
Then obviously [ - E/a’, E/U’] E I,, , which is tending to the whole real 
line as a’ approaches zero. Therefore in this case f E V, only if f= 0, which 
contradicts point (b) in Definition 3.1. Hence assume that there exists 
some lower limit frequency k,> 0 which is defined as the largest positive 
number k such that I, E ((-cc, -k] u [k, cc)}. Then lJOio,<aZa:= 
( - a, -k//a) u (k,/a, a ) and since fo V, if and only if supp fn 
w eCofXn I,,} = 0, one sees that V, consists just of the band limited 
functions with spectrum contained in [ -k,/u, k,/a]. It is clear then that 
V, ‘+’ + L*(R) and V, ada + (0). 1 
We state the characterization of V, obtained through the course of the 
proof as a corollary: 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let k, denote the lower limit frequency of $ (i.e., 
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k,=sup {k>O:supp$E((- 00, -k] u [k, oo)}}), then I/, consists of the 
band limited functions with upper limit frequency k,la, i.e., 
supp fE k, k, [ 1 - -, - for all f E I/, a a 
Remarks. 1. For a different treatment of band limited functions in the 
context of wavelet transformation the reader is referred to [12]. 
2. From the corollary it is immediate that the projection on the 
subspace V, takes the form 
&f)(k) = xc -k,/a, k,/al W%). (3.8) 
3. The condition that supp I,& is bounded away from zero implies that 
wavelets with compact support (and therefore supp $ = R) cannot define a 
continuous multiscale analysis. 
4. The following argument shows that Definition 3.1 already implies 
that the spaces V, necessarily consist of functions whose Fourier trans- 
forms have support in an interval [kJa, k,/a] for some k,, k, with 
- 00 <k, < 0 <k, < + co. The closed subspace I/, is translationally 
invariant if and only if jf(x - d) g(x) dx =yog(d) = 0 for all f~ V,, g E P’: 
( 0 denotes the convolution, V: is the orthogonal complement of V,). Thus 
translation invariance of V, is equivalent with f(k) g(k) = 0 for all 
fE I’,, gE L’t and therefore I/, consists of functions whose Fourier 
transforms have support in some proper subset Z of IX Clearly the Fourier 
transforms of functions in V, are supported in (l/a) Z and (a) and (b) in 
Definition 3.1 imply that (l/a) Z has the form of an interval with the origin 
as an inner point. Thus any continuous multiscale analysis with k, = -k, 
may be viewed as a multiscale analysis associated to a wavelet with lower 
limit frequency k, . 
4. PARTIAL RECONSTRUCTIONS 
The concept of a continuous multiscale analysis, as given in the 
preceding section, has some disadvantages. It does not work for (in 
x-space) compactly supported wavelets and if it works, it depends only on 
the lower limit frequency k, of the chosen analyzing wavelet and therefore 
there exist many different analyzing wavelets giving rise to the same con- 
tinuous multiscale analysis. Moreover projection on V, corresponds to 
simple bandpass filtering with the frequency band [ - k,/a, + k,/a], which 
is a well-known technique in signal analysis. Thus continuous multiscale 
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analysis is not of the same conceptual importance for continuous wavelet 
transforms as its discrete counterpart in the discrete case [9]. 
Now consider the partial reconstructions f, of fE L2(R) “down to scale 
a (a > O),’ from its wavelet transform 
(4.1) 
Elementary calculations show that the transition f-+ f, corresponds to a 
convolution 
where 
with 
h(l.)=j+~~(x)~(*+~‘)dx. -m 
Obviously K is real and even and in frequency space one obtains 
L,(k) = W4P(4 
where 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Note that I;(O)= 1. 
The real, even, and positive function li- (monotonely decreasing for k > 0) 
is sketched in Fig. 1 (of course the lower limit frequency k, can be zero) 
and the L2-convergence rate of f, +f is controlled by the localization 
properties of the analyzing wavelet around zero in k-space: If $I is “worse 
localized in k-space” than tk2 in the sense that for the associated k-func- 
tions R, (k) > R2 (k), then obviously 11 f -fb )I c 1) f-f,’ (( with fJ denoting 
the partial reconstructions off associated with the wavelets ei, 
Thus projection off onto I’, (in the sense of the preceding section) 
amounts simply to multiplying!(k) with a “brute force” window, namely 
the characteristic function of [ - k,/a, + k//a], whereas for f. this window 
function additionally has a “tail” containing contributions also from 
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k 
-k, 0 k, 
FIG. 1. Frequency window. 
frequencies outside the interval. The strength of these contributions, 
measured by R(ka) from (4.6), depends on the localization properties of the 
corresponding wavelet in k-space. We propose to use these partial recon- 
structions as scaled versions of the signal J: With this notion of scaling we 
can investigate the “loss of information” in analyzing a signal with discrete 
wavelet transformation as follows. 
As mentioned in the Introduction (Eq. (1.2)) there exist wavelets such 
that the set itijk)jeL,keh constitutes an orthonormal basis of L2. 
The V,-spaces of dyadic multiscale analysis (see the Introduction) are 
spanned by {+,‘k l,, >J, kc z (i.e., involve only scale factors 2” with j’ > j) and 
the “signal change of the signal fat scale 2 j” is defined as the difference of 
the projections off on the spaces Vi.. I and V,, respectively, i.e., 
(4.7) 
There exists a very effective scheme [ 10, 1 l] for computing this quantity, 
which is a measure for the “gain of information going from scale 2’ to 
2’- ’ ” and which therefore can be used for edge detection at variable scales. 
Clearly the analogue for the continuous wavelet transform would be 
d,‘(f) :=fz,- 1 -f21 (4.8) 
with f, defined as above. Using the explicit formulae (4.2)-(4.5) we can 
now compare dj with d;, i.e., we compare the signal change at scale 2’, 
taking only the discrete subset { (2j, k2j)},,, of the shift-dilation plane 
into account, with the corresponding quantity computed from the strip 
((4 wL-l<a<2, bER’ . . / 
4G9/169/1-13 
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The simplest orthonormal wavelet basis tjjik is the Haar basis, defined by 
i 
1, o<x<; 
tw)= -1, i<X<l 
0, else 
(see Fig. 2). 
The corresponding h-function (see (4.4)) is given by 
O<lxl<$ 
$<jxJ<l 
Ix1 2 1 
1 
-1 
112 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
1 
FIG. 2. Haar wavelet. 
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and the kernel (4.3) reads then 
1 
~(l-;lxI)~ o+ 
Jc(x)= 1 2 ( -+(x(-l 
C$ 2 1x1 2 
> ’ +x,<1 (4.11) 
0, Ix121 
(see Fig. 3). 
The signal analyzed here is shown in Fig. 4. It contains some irregularity 
at a small scale which is of the order of the sampling distance TX. Without 
loss of generality we set T, = 1. Thus the irregularity should be detected at 
scale levels, which correspond to j = 1 or j = 2. Figures 5-8 show dj(f), 
calculated with the Haar wavelet (4.9) and d;(f), computed with the 
corresponding kernel (4.11), for the j-values 1 and 2, respectively. These 
K 
-l/2 0 112 1 
FIG. 3. Haar kernel. 
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FIG. 4. Signal f 
pictures illustrate the effect of “information reduction” from the strip 
ua, w*~-ka~2wd.l to the discrete subset { (2’, k2j)},,, of the shift- 
dilation plane. For j = 1 d, (f) and df (f) clearly localize the irregularity. 
But we see even for j= 1 the occurence of “spurious spikes” in d, (f), as 
compared to d;(f). These spikes increase already for j = 2 to such a level, 
that the localizing peak of d2(f) (marked with a circle) is nearly hidden 
between them, whereas d;(f) still clearly localizes the irregularity. This 
localizing property of d;(f) remained stable over a relatively large range of 
scales which might be of interest for a detection of singularities by cone-like 
structures in the shift-dilation plane like in [2]. It should be noted that the 
analyzed window in Figs. 5, 6 is shifted by one sample distance with respect 
to Figs. 7,8, since by choosing an inadequate window, due to the 
asymmetric form of (4.9) with respect to the origin, an irregularity in 
the order of one sample distance might escape detection, when computing 
d,(f) with (4.9). 
i 
FIG. 5. d,(j). 
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FIG. 6. d;(f). 
For small data sets and small scales it is easy to compute the f, from 
(4.2) and the resulting d;(f) (4.8) by a discrete approximation to (4.2) like 
in [13, formula (1.6)]. For large data sets and large ranges of scale the 
need for rapid computation becomes demanding. A hierarchical, fast 
computation scheme can be implemented by the algorithm r13 J as 
outlined below. 
Let f again denote our signal. Then [ 131 describes a hierarchical 
algorithm for the computation of 
where a = 2’ (j = 0, 1, 2, . ..). (Since the authors are interested in wavelet 
transforms (1.1 ), they choose k = 1 in (4.12), but up to obvious modifica- 
tions this is not necessary for the algorithm [13] to work.) For the essen- 
tial part of the algorithm it is meaningless, that g be a wavelet, thus [ 131 
FIG. 7. d*(f). 
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FIG. 8. d;(f). 
is simply an algorithm for fast convolutions off with successively scaled 
versions of a given function g. The only point, where the wavelet property 
of g becomes important, is the estimation of the error in the computation 
(unfortunately this is not described in [13], but in [14, 151): The algo- 
rithm works by “dyadic interpolation” (for details see [14, 15]), which 
leads to the replacement of g by 
ge&) = C&t&x-n). (4.13) 
n 
Here 4 is a certain interpolating function (see [14, 151). The wavelet 
property is then important, to determine { gz}noz such that the scale 
invariant error-measure (the meaning of S, is obvious) 
II ) S(b, a) - S&b, a)l’ y is minimized. 
For the explicit expression of the resulting g, see [ 14; 15, formula (7.2.2)]. 
Now define in our case with K from (4.3) 
g(n)=K(--X+ -5 . ( > (4.14) 
Then obviously 
s g(x) dx = 0. (4.15) 
Let us furthermore assume that KEL’(R) n L2(W) (which is no essential 
restriction). Then (4.15) together with mild continuity conditions implies 
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that g fulfils (3.4), i.e., is an admissible wavelet. Furthermore obviously 
(4.8) reads now 
(4.16) 
Comparing with (4.12) for k = 2, therefore, we conclude that [ 131 provides 
an hierarchical computation scheme for d;(J), provided one enters the 
algorithm with g from (4.14). Since this g is a wavelet, the error minimiza- 
tion in [ 14, 15-J carries over. Reference [ 131 can also be employed to com- 
pute hierarchically the f, (a = 2’; j = 0, 1, 2, . ..). Substitute g(x) = K( -x), 
observe that 
and compare with (4.12) setting k = 2. Since in the algorithm we are 
working with ger/ (analogously to (4.13)), but g’ is no wavelet now, we need 
another scale-independent error estimate. This is provided by Young’s 
inequality: Assume that ger/~ I,‘(&!). Denoting by I( + (IP the LP-norm we 
observe with g”(x) = (l/a) g(x/a) (&, analogously), that 
II ET” -By I = II g - iFeffll 1. (4.18) 
Therefore Young’s inequality gives (the meaning offzfi is again obvious) 
II Efl-.L II 2 G II z - seff II 1 II s II 2. (4.19) 
Thus { g:f has to be chosen as to minimize I( g-g,J( ,. 
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